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3E Glebe Court, Old Kilpatrick

Features

2 Bedrooms

Top Floor Flat

Situated in the heart of the village

Handy for schools, shops and public transport

Extensively modernised

Fabulous Shower Room

Modern refitted Kitchen

Private Attic Storage

Residents' Parking

2 BED FLAT
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3E Glebe Court, Old Kilpatrick

Extensively modernised and finished in elegant decor, this fabulous 2 bedroom top floor flat provides
superb accommodation in the heart of Old Kilpatrick village. The property is set in a well maintained
development with private residents' parking at the rear.

The vendors have succesfully upgraded the property to an exacting standard with a clever mix of modern
and traditional styles.

Accommodation

At the rear of the building, the secure entrance system accesses the well maintained communal hall where
carpeted stairs lead to the upper floors. The immediately impressive hallway provides access to all rooms.
The elegant lounge has a feature fireplace and a box-bay window with elevated views over the village to
the Kilpatrick Hills. The well presented kitchen is finished in a gloss, shaker style with contrasting Oak effect
worktops and pale blue tiling on the splash-back. The kitchen has an integrated oven, hob and hood and a
feature white tempered glass sink. The main bedroom is finished in bright, neutral decor, has a wall of
inbuilt storage and open outlooks across the development grounds.  Bedroom 2, at the front, has hillside
views. The superb, refitted shower room has a traditional yet stylish suite, a glazed shower enclosure and a
dual function shower with a 'drench' feature and traditional fittings.
There is inbuilt storage in the hall and a private attic space.

The property is fully double glazed and has gas central heating (Worcester combi boiler).

Gardens

At the rear of the property there is a well maintained communal garden and a residents' car park. The
allocated space for this flat is No.5.

Location

Glebe Court is a modern development right in the heart of Old Kilpatrick village. Shops, primary schooling,
bus and train services are all within walking distance. The Forth and Clyde Canal is close by and is a
popular exercise route for walkers and cyclists, as are The Saltings Nature Reserve and Kilpatrick Hills. 

Sat Nav ref - G50 5JY

Dimensions

Lounge 
4.50m x 3.40m

Kitchen
2.55m x 2.21m

Bedroom 1
3.63m x 3.00m

Bedroom 2
2.23m x 3.19m

Shower Room
1.75m x 2.18m
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Whilst we endeavour to make these particulars as accurate as possible, they do
not form part of any contract on offer, nor are they guaranteed. Measurements are
approximate and in most cases are taken with a digital/sonic measuring device
and are taken to the widest point. We have not tested the electricity, gas or water
services or any appliances. Photographs are reproduced for general information
and it must not be inferred that any item is included for sale with the property. If
there is any part of this that you find misleading or simply wish clarification on any
point, please contact our office immediately when we will endeavour to assist you
in any way possible.
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